| Corporate
The ultimate turnkey gift card solution to reward and incentivize
your employees.

No Fees

No Minimums

Seamless Gyft API
and SDK Integration

Extensive Selection

Send in Minutes

Simple Ordering

Excellent Support

Detailed Tracking

Easy for Recipients

business.gyft.com

Why you’ll love Gyft
Avoid fees
Gyft doesn’t charge fees of any kind. No
transaction, service or hidden fees. Not for
you and not for your employees.

Access to hundreds of retailers
Gyft saves you time in establishing a direct
relationship with top brands.

The perfect reward
It’s all about choice. With Gyft, your employees
can select a gift card from over 250 popular
brands. When you give the Gyft Card, your
employees can select a gift card from hundreds
of popular retailers like Target, iTunes, Starbucks
and more.

Easy tracking
With a simple Gyft dashboard, you can track your
sent gift cards. You’ll know when each employee
has received his or her reward.

How Gyft works for your employees
Employees receive a personalized email from you with a
secure link to their gift card. They can easily access and
redeem it through the web or mobile device.

Go digital
Save time and money with digital gift cards. Instantly
reward employees by sending them by email or SMS.
Can instantly send rewards by email and SMS. No wasting
time and money delivering plastic or physical rewards.
Easily track sent gift cards through your Gyft dashboard,
so you’ll know when each employee has received his or
her reward! Gyft is secure and streamlined for you and
your employees.

Gyft Corporate is your one-stop shop for bulk gift card orders.
Get started today. Visit business.gyft.com
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